Software Developer/PHP/Laravel and Software Developer (Angular) – OMT

A leading provider of money transfer, payments and governmental services in Lebanon

Location: Badaro - Beirut, Lebanon

Major: degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or any related field

Major Responsibilities:

- Understands provided requirements and collaborates with Supervisors, Business Analysis & Support unit members to clarify ambiguities or proposes alternatives
- Provides estimations when requested for the work required on features and tasks
- Develops well designed, tested and scalable features on both the frontend and backend levels
- Delivers in timely manner a high quality, secure and efficient code based on the unit standards & guidelines
- Handles deployments on various environments, ensures following the unit procedures and coordinates with teammates and BAS members
- Collaborates effectively with ICT members to ensure a successful development, deployment and testing
- Identifies enhancements and optimization needs in code or processes and communicates it clearly with supervisors
- Performs code reviews and provides objective feedback
- Contributes to requirement’s analysis and solution’s design meetings
- Masters new/emerging technologies, stay up-to-date with relevant technologies
- Identifies security and performance vulnerabilities then raises concerns with supervisors
- Participates in peer-reviews of solution designs and related code
- Collaborates with cross-functional teams to design, develop, and implement digital solutions that enhance our online presence and user experience.

1- Software Developer/PHP/Laravel:

Experience: 1–3 years of experience

Additional Requirements:

- Proven experience as a PHP Laravel Developer
- Experience with MySQL database design and optimization
- Experience with front-end technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript
- Experience with web servers configuration and management (Nginx and Apache)
- Experience with configuring and managing Ubuntu Linux servers
- Good understanding of RESTful APIs and web services
- Experience with version control systems (e.g., Git) and CI/CD pipelines
- Solid understanding of Agile methodologies and Scrum practices

2- **Software Developer (Angular):**

**Experience:** 3-5 years of experience

**Additional Requirements:**

- Experience with CSS Pre-processors such as Sass
- Experience with Angular and AngularJS
- Good understanding of NodeJS
- Experience with Git and CI/CD tool Jenkins
- Experience implementing REST APIs and SOAP Web Services
- Experience using Oracle SOA suite components, specifically Oracle Service Bus
- Experience in XQuery/XSLT, XSD and Java
- Experience with PHP is a plus
- Experience with Mobile applications development is a plus (iOS and Android)
- Advanced experience in relational databases (MySQL, Oracle SQL Developer)

**How to Apply:**

Kindly send your CV or contact the Career Services Center, E-mail: career.services@balamand.edu.lb; Ext. 7801; 7802